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Press Message

Speed monitor PNOZ s30 from Pilz with a new
analogue output - Making safe turns easy

Ostfildern, 20.03.2017 - From Version 3.0, the speed monitor

PNOZ s30 from the safety relay PNOZsigma product group has

a new feature: a configurable analogue output, which makes

diagnostics more user-friendly. PNOZ s 30 from Pilz safely

monitors standstill, speed, speed range, direction of rotation

and broken shear pin up to the highest category PL e/SIL CL 3.

  

The ability to work safely while the safety gate is open, reduced set-

up times and faster access to the machine once standstill is initiated

are key benefits for the user when the PNOZ s30 is employed.

PNOZ s30 is suitable for all common drive/motor feedback systems

and proximity switches on the market.

Safer switching – more productive manufacturing

The new analogue output forwards the safely measured speed to

the PLC controller as a proportional 0-20 or 4-20 mA signal, so that

the speed can be used directly for process monitoring. The safely

monitored speed can be displayed and tracked directly on operating

and monitoring devices such as the Pilz PMI operator terminals (Pilz

Machine Interface). PNOZ s30 also uses a safe output signal to

indicate when values exceed or fall below defined warning

thresholds. As a result, unnecessary shutdown processes can be

avoided and productivity increased.
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Commissioning: Logically faster

Up to three safety functions such as "Safe Operating Stop" or "Safe

Speed Monitoring", for example, can be logically linked through

AND and OR connections; AND / OR can also be combined. This

reduces potential wiring errors and enables faster commissioning.

Even "slow turns" are safely under control

Also, the speed monitor's broken shear pin monitoring takes effect

at a frequency of 10 mHz, instead of the previous 70 mHz. This

enables monitoring beyond the normal speeds, to include extremely

slow running speed applications.

Configuration can handle it all

The PNOZ s30 is conveniently operated via a rotary knob ("push

and turn"). When combined with the illuminated display it saves time

during commissioning and when exchanging devices. The display

shows the set limit values and parameters as well as the current

speed.

The speed monitor provides advance warning when a defined

warning threshold is reached.

Motion monitoring all-encompassing

Pilz offers a broad portfolio in terms of speed monitoring: The speed

monitor PNOZ s30 is a stand-alone product for speed monitoring. If

additional safety functions in the application are to be monitored, the

motion monitoring modules of the configurable small controllers

PNOZmulti can be used. If short reaction times and expanded safety

functions such as safe brake functions on vertical axes are required,

Pilz can offer the drive-integrated safety solution PMC. The

automation system PSS 4000 for safety and automation can be

used for speed monitoring on networked machines.
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More information about the product available at: www.pilz.com/de-

INT/sicherer-drehzahlwaechter-pnoz-s30

Pilz is exhibiting in Hall 9, Stand D 17. Further information available

at: www.pilz.com/de-DE/hannover-messe

 

  

Caption:

You can find texts and images at <a

href="http://www.pilz.com">www.pilz.com</a> also for downloading.

To go directly to the relevant internet pages in the press centre,

enter the following <strong>Web code</strong> in the search of the

home page.: 181661
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The Pilz Group

The Pilz Group is a global supplier of products, systems and

services for automation technology. Based in Ostfildern, near

Stuttgart, the family-run company employs around 2,500 people.

With 42 subsidiaries and branches around the world, Pilz supplies

safe solutions for people, machinery and the environment. The

technology leader offers complete automation solutions comprising

sensors as well as control and drive technology – including systems

for industrial communication, diagnostics and visualisation.

Consulting, engineering and training round off its international range

of services. In addition to mechanical and plant engineering,

solutions from Pilz are used in many sectors such as wind energy,

railway technology and robotics.

www.pilz.com

Pilz in social networks

In our social media channels we give you background information

concerning the company and the people at Pilz, and we report on

current developments in Automation Technology.

https://www.facebook.com/pilzINT

https://twitter.com/Pilz_INT

https://www.youtube.com/user/PilzINT

https://www.xing.com/companies/pilzgmbh%26co.kg

https://www.linkedin.com/company/pilz
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Contact for journalists

Martin Kurth

Corporate and Technical Press

+49 711 3409 - 158

m.kurth@pilz.de

Sabine Skaletz-Karrer

Technical Press

+49 711 3409 - 7009

s.skaletz-karrer@pilz.de
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